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All His Engines
Throughout his career, mystical troubleshooter John Constantine (Hellblazer) has
faced incomprehensible horrors. So, not much scares him and he even tries to be a
nice guy some of the time. Now, haunted by the ghost of his former lover, Isabella
Bracknell, he must find her killer and give him Hell.

Graphic Novels: A Guide to Comic Books, Manga, and More, 2nd
Edition
The very first Hellblazer collection is back in a new edition that includes John
Constantine's early appearances in SWAMP THING #76-77 along with HELLBLAZER
#1-9. This is the first of a series of new HELLBLAZER collections that put all his
adventures in reading order, capturing Constantine at his youthful, anarchic best.

Justice League Dark Vol. 2: The Books of Magic (The New 52)
When a trail of murder and blood leads to Constantine, he is exposed and is forced
to go on the run. But before long he discovers a conspiracy to harness the power of
ley lines and nightmares to create a fear machine - and only Constantine stands in
the way
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Haunted
Occult detective John Constantine has seem many strange things in his career, but
the horrors of "reality television" are a new genre. When in the "Haunted Mansion",
a hot new show on TV, the house itself starts attacking the contestants,
Constantine must figure out who, or what, is pulling the strings in this macabre
situation, before it becomes his last investigation

Hell Eternal
In these tales from HELLBLAZER #14-22, Constantine finds himself encamped with
a new-age pagan group that's tapping into their own psychic abilities - but a
defense contractor is out to exploit their powers.

Hellblazer
John Constantine has been lots of things in the course of his long and lurid life-a life
spent uneasily balanced on the fault line between the everyday and the
supernatural. Sorcerer. Chain-smoker. Con man. Aging punk. Incorrigible bastard.
But a knight of the bloody Round Table? That's a new one. It's not as far-fetched as
it might seem, however, considering that all of England is quickly descending into
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an inferno of mystical chaos. Albion is burning, and someone is breaking the bonds
that have held the ancient isle together since the dawn of time. Dragon, wizard,
demon-whatever you call it, the power of Merlin has risen again, and he's
determined to take an immortal lifetime's worth of vengeance against God himself.
There's only one man who can stop him: the legendary king whose soul is pledged
to defend his realm throughout the ages. No points for guessing who the unlucky
sod is that has to dig him up. Legendary talents Paul Jenkins, Sean Phillips, Charles
Adlard and Warren Pleece drag comics' most notorious rogue kicking and
screaming into the mists of Avalon in HELLBLAZER VOL. 11: LAST MAN STANDING,
collecting the never-before-reprinted issues #108-120 of the signature VERTIGO
series and featuring the character's special 10th anniversary celebration, bursting
with special guests and capping off Sean Phillips's historic run on the title.

Hellblazer
John Constantine is back in London, back to his old tricks-and just in time, as things
have become very dark indeed in his old stomping grounds. A small-time gang lord
has found himself dealing with a big-time outbreak of supernatural weirdnessand
without any allies to call on and nothing left to call his own, John doesn’t have
much choice about taking a paycheck from one of London’s worst, or accepting the
help of one of the gang lord’s would-be foot soldiers. But what should be an openand-shut exorcism turns out to be nothing butand the author of this madness may
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just be getting started on their terrible masterpiece! The original Constantine is
back in this series from Si Spurrier (The Dreaming) and Aaron Campbell (Infidel),
with nothing to his name but decades of bad memories and an unearned second
chance. How, exactly, will he squander it? There’s only one way to find outJohn
Constantine is back in London, back to his old tricks-and just in time, as things
have become very dark indeed in his old stomping grounds. A small-time gang lord
has found himself dealing with a big-time outbreak of supernatural weirdnessand
without any allies to call on and nothing left to call his own, John doesn’t have
much choice about taking a paycheck from one of London’s worst, or accepting the
help of one of the gang lord’s would-be foot soldiers. But what should be an openand-shut exorcism turns out to be nothing butand the author of this madness may
just be getting started on their terrible masterpiece! The original Constantine is
back in this series from Si Spurrier (The Dreaming) and Aaron Campbell (Infidel),
with nothing to his name but decades of bad memories and an unearned second
chance. How, exactly, will he squander it? There’s only one way to find out

The Sandman Universe Presents Hellblazer (2019-) #1
After a stint in a hospital rehab, John Constantine finds the London streets very
different from how he left them as a series of occult murders and mutilations
demands his attention.
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Battler Britton
This new HELLBLAZER collection features several tales never before collected,
including a look at John Constantine's roughand tumble childhood and the
beginnings of his unique skills. Then, in some of the earliest stories from
PREACHER writerGarth Ennis, John Constantine is dying. As a sorcerer literally
haunted by the demons of his past, John is no stranger to mysticbedevilment or
supernatural horror. But it's his chain smoking that ultimately brings death to
Constantine's front door. JohnConstantine has lung cancer. Though condemned to
hell, Constantine continues to laugh in the face of this all-too-serious world.

Shadowman by Garth Ennis & Ashley Wood
John Constantine, the dark prince of England's occult underground, knows the
sooty streets of London like the back of his cigarette-toting hand. But half a world
away there's a new threat rising that not even Constantine can see coming.

John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 13: Haunted
WORLD WAR TWO WAS NEVER LIKE THIS Determined to win the war on their own,
the Rifle Brigade are Britain's top commando team- skilled, deadly, and with no
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more grip on reality than absolutely necessary. Gasp in awe as Captain Darcy,
"Doubtful" Milk, Sergeant Crumb, Corporal Geezer, Hank the Yank and the Piper
give Adolf's jackbooted goons the thrashing they richly deserve

John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 5: Dangerous Habits (New
Edition)
After spending a year and a half wandering through the darkest corners of
America, John Constantine has returned home! His port of entry is Liverpool, where
the decaying landscape and gentle undercurrent of despair match his frame of
mind. Of course, no sooner does he set foot upon his native land than he stumbles
into a small-time necromancy-and-murder ring centered on his own sisterÕs
apartment building. More worrying than this sordid little power trip is the
disappearance of his niece, Gemma, whoÕs turning out to be a bit too much like
her uncle for anybodyÕs good. In her eagerness to learn the family trade, Gemma
has gone to London and fallen in with a bad crowd, and pulling her out means that
Constantine will have to join the search for a distinctly nasty magical artifact-one
that shouldnÕt fall into anyoneÕs hands, least of all those of the man determined
to find it. Critically acclaimed author Mike Carey kicks off his acclaimed run on
EnglandÕs legendary magus with JOHN CONSTANTINE, HELLBLAZER VOL. 16: THE
WILD CARD, collecting issues #175-188 of the signature Vertigo series and
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featuring the fan-favorite artistic talents of Marcelo Frusin, Steve Dillon, Lee
Bermejo, Doug Alexander Gregory and Jock.

Constantine: The Hellblazer Vol. 1: Going Down
An epic horror story written by Mike Carey with stunningly visceral art by Leonardo
Manco is all here in JOHN CONSTANTINE, HELLBLAZER VOL. 20: SYSTEMS OF
CONTROL! When a mysterious worldwide plague starts putting millions of people
into deadly comas, Earth's foremost expert on the bizarre, John Constantine, steps
in with the "cure," After traveling from the dreary alleys of London to the glittering
boulevards of L.A., Constantine realizes that a cadre of wicked demons and hellish
monsters is behind the outbreak, and he'll have to sacrifice more than himself to
put an end to the nightmare. Includes an amazing softcover edition of the epic
horror story written by Mike Carey (THE UNWRITTEN) and Andy Diggle (GREEN
ARROW: YEAR ONE). Collects JOHN CONSTANTINE, HELLBLAZER #230-238 and the
HELLBLAZER: ALL HIS ENGINES original graphic novel.

John Constantine: Hellblazer Vol. 16
A part of DC Universe: Rebirth! John Constantine, the hard-hearted Hellblazer
returns home to London to face an impossible choice: live an immortal life bonded
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to a demonic curse, or shift that curse to eight million people—killing each and
every one of them! What to do, what to do The Hellblazer is back in the first
volume of the continued story of one of DC's most iconic and long-lasting
characters by writer Simon Oliver (FBP) with art by Moriat (The Spirit). Collects THE
HELLBLAZER: REBIRTH #1 and THE HELLBLAZER #1-6. Rebirth honors the richest
history in comics, while continuing to look towards the future. These are the most
innovative and modern stories featuring the world's greatest superheroes, told by
some of the finest storytellers in the business. Honoring the past, protecting our
present and looking towards the future. This is the next chapter in the ongoing
saga of the DC Universe. The legacy continues.

John Constantine, Hellblazer
Graphic Novel. Movie star comic book icon John Constantine, the legendary chainsmoking, hard-drinking man of the occult is back - and as usual, he's his own worst
enemy! In this collection of John Constantine's earlier adventures, discover why he
likes going to the pub so much; meet the Lord of the Dance, the spirit of drunken
celebration; and look on in horror as John gets involved in a plan to bring Jesus
back to the world - which doesn't make Herod a happy man at all! The multiple
award-winning Preacher creative team of writer Garth Ennis and artist Steve Dillon
- ably assisted by Will Simpson (Judge Dredd) - present more horrifying and often
darkly humorous tales of the Hellblazer! It is intended for adults.
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Dark Entries
Movie star comic book icon John Constantine, the legendary chain-smoking,
harddrinking man of the occult is back - and as usual, he's his own worst enemy!
For years, ordinary people have lived in terror of "The Family Man", a horrifyingly
methodical serial killer who systematically stalks and slaughters fathers, mothers
and children. But now a twist of fate has put him straight in the path of John
Constantine and John's not happy about it. But will the hunter become the hunted
when the tables are unexpectedly turned? Hellblazer creator Jamie Delano and
artist Dick Foreman (Black Orchid reveal yet more of Constantine's secret history!

Hellblazer
John Constantine continues his terrifying fall from grace in this sequel to Hellblazer:
Fear and loathing. When his long-time girlfriend abandons him - driven away by his
destructive nature - Constantine takes refuge among London's down-and-outs and
becomes easy prey to the forces of darkness.

John Constantine: Hellblazer (2019-) #5
In these stories from HELLBLAZER #239-249, when the war-mage Mako carves a
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bloody swath through London’s occult underworld, John Constantine tries to rally
his former allies, despite all the bridges he’s burned Plus, when something goes
horribly wrong in a secret room in the Vatican, a priest is forced to turn to
Constantine for help. And in a story from HELLBLAZER SPECIAL: LADY
CONSTANTINE #1-4, Johanna Constantine, 18th-century ancestor of Hellblazer,
lands a job that promises a future of wealth and entitlement-and almost certain
death and damnation in the frozen North Sea!

John Constantine
Celebrate 30 years of one of DC Vertigo's most enduring and controversial
characters in Hellblazer: A Celebration of 30 Years, an anthology graphic novel
featuring his best tales to date! Plus, a forward written by worldwide musical icon,
Sting! When all the chips are down and everything's on the line, what would you do
to ensure you come out on top? What would you be willing to sacrifice? For occult
detective John Constantine, the only thing more difficult than answering that
question almost every single day is living with his decision. Whether it's due to a
sense of self-loathing, a resistance to any sort of authority or a deeply hidden
desire to do what's right, Constantine is willing to make the hard choicesso that no
one else has to. All of these facets of John Constantine's character have made him
one of the most popular in graphic literature since 1988. Hellblazer: A Celebration
of 30 Years collects some of the antihero's best stories from some of the greatest
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writers in his history, including Alan Moore, Garth Ennis, Brian Azzarello, Paul
Jenkins, Jamie Delano and more. Collects Saga of the Swamp Thing #37, John
Constantine, Hellblazer #11, #27, #41, #63, #120, #146, #229 and #240.

Rake at the Gates of Hell
Legendary creators Warren Ellis, Darko Macan, John Higgins, Tim Bradstreet,
Marcelo Frusin and Gary Erskine tear at the scabs covering humanity’s self-inflicted
wounds in JOHN CONSTANTINE, HELLBLAZER VOL. 13: HAUNTED. John Constantine
may not be the nicest man you’ll ever meet, but there’s plenty who are worse-and
now that he’s back in eternal, ever-changing London, he’s about to discover some
prime examples of the species. After spending a lifetime knee-deep in the
necromancy trenches, Constantine has seen every shade of self-aggrandizement
that the predators of the world have to offer, making it all too easy for him to track
them down and corner them in their squalid little lairs. Because the ugly truth is,
no matter how many pseudo-mystical rationalizations the tossers spout, they can’t
disguise the soul-crushing banality of their evil. To defeat them, all he has to do is
peel away their delusions and hold up a mirror. After all, no one knows the torment
of true self-knowledge better than John Constantine. Collects #134-145 of the
signature Vertigo series together with the controversial “Shoot” one-shot from
VERTIGO RESURRECTED and three never-before-reprinted seasonal tales from
VERTIGO: WINTER’S EDGE.
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Tainted Love
Movie star - comic book icon - John Constantine, the legendary chain-smoking, harddrinking man of the occult is here! The late 1980s: when yuppie demons roam the
Earth, trading the futures of souls; the "greed is good" mentality is twisted into a
worldwide plague; ghosts come home from Vietnam; and Heaven and Hell alike try
to raise up armies for the apocalypse. Only one man can stop their interference
with our lives if he can be bothered!

John Constantine: Hellblazer (2019-) #1
New York Times best selling author Jeff Lemire takes over Justice League Dark and
just when you thought it couldn't get darker Vampires across the world have gone
berserk, attacking anything with a pulse. Fearing her apocalyptic vision of the
future has come to pass, Madame Xanadu mobilizes the team to intervene. But
everything the Justice League Dark members know about how to slay a vampire is
useless, for the world has changed.

100 Bullets Book Four
Written by Preacher co-creator Garth Ennis, Hellblazer by Garth Ennis Omnibus Vol.
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1 collects the game changing stories that breathed new life into the fan favorite
character, John Constantine. John Constantine is dying. As a sorcerer literally
haunted by the demons of his past, John is no stranger to mystic bedevilment or
supernatural horror. But it's his chain smoking that ultimately brings death to
Constantine's front door. Between this, and investigations of a grisly serial
murderer and strategies against the Lord of Hell, there is no rest for the wicked.
Especially when your name is John Constantine. Written by Garth Ennis (Preacher,
Punisher MAX) with art by fan favorites Steve Dillon (Preacher, Punisher MAX)
Hellblazer by Garth Ennis Omnibus Vol. 1 brings together Ennis' entire run for the
first time! Collects Hellblazer #41-50, #52-83, #129-131, Vertigo Jam #1,
Hellblazer Special #1, Heartland #1, Vertigo: Winter's Edge #2

The Fear Machine
"Constantine embarks on a desperate trail from the back streets of London to the
detainment centers and battlegrounds of contemporary Iraq "--Dust jacket.

Original Sins
Ace Second World War pilot, Robert 'Battler' Britton, and his crew are dispatched to
an American airstrip in North Africa to spearhead a joint action against Hitler's war
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machine. Now they need to survive the taunts, the threats, the assaults - and
that's just from the Yanks!

Justice League Dark Vol. 1: The Last Age of Magic
Covering genres from action/adventure and fantasy to horror, science fiction, and
superheroes, this guide maps the vast and expanding terrain of graphic novels,
describing and organizing titles as well as providing information that will help
librarians to build and balance their graphic novel collections and direct patrons to
read-alikes. • Introduces users to approximately 1,000 currently popular graphic
novels and manga • Organizes titles by genre, subgenre, and theme to facilitate
finding read-alikes • Helps librarians build and balance their graphic novel
collections

John Constantine: Hellblazer Vol. 20: Systems of Control
As strange as it sounds, seducing a 2,000-year-old demon with a grudge isn't the
riskiest stunt John Constantine has ever pulled. But tipping the supernatural scales
for a chance at love will exact a cost higher than he ever thought possible. And try
as he might, is this something that devil-may-care Constantine can walk away
from? Collects Hellblazer #250-260 and Hellblazer Special: Chas-The Knowledge
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#1-5.

John Constantine, Hellblazer
From legendary writer Garth Ennis (Preacher) and Eisner Award-winning artist
Ashley Wood (Zombies Vs. Robots), discover the acclaimed series that inspired the
hit Shadowman video game series Ð collected here for the first time ever! Jack
Boniface died last night. The ruthless Tommy Lee Bones and his band of outlaw
escapees from the Deadside have come to pass sentence on the citizens of New
Orleans one miserable soul at a timeÉand theyÕve started with the Shadowman!
Now, New Orleans needs a new protector, someone with the quick eye, steady
hands, and steely nerve needed to kill the dead again. But when the voodoo
powers that guide the Shadowman turn to a stone-cold killer with a mysterious
past known only as Zero to take up the mask, things will turn out deadlier than
anyone could possibly have imaginedÉ Collecting SHADOWMAN (1997) #1Ð4,
along with SHADOWMAN PRESENTS: DEADSIDE #1Ð3 and featuring never before
seen sketches, designs and process art straight out of the Valiant vaults!

The Hellblazer Vol. 1: The Poison Truth
John Constantine has just been named the One True Magelord of All England.
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Please pray for England.

John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 22: Regeneration
A goth. A gun. A femme fatale. A white supremacist commando wannabe. What
sick twist of fate brings them all together, turning three intelligent young Brits into
neo-Nazi sociopaths on the run and shot to death in heartland U.S.A.? An ugly tale
of brutal obsession, Hell Enternal charts this disaffected trio's spiraling descent
from a sordid love triangle, through paramilitary internet intrigue, and into a
conspiratorial and dangerous world from which there is no way out, alive.

Bloodlines
Jump into the opening chapter of this wickedly funny and racy modern
reintroduction of John Constantine! The dead can’t die again—even within the
supernatural circles that surround John Constantine, some things are impossible.
But when the ghosts that haunt the occult detective start being murdered, it
becomes clear the rules have changed. Far worse than ordinary death, this second
death means oblivion—no afterlife, no way back. To stop it, Constantine must
explore the barriers between the mundane and the extraordinary: the thin places.
The investigation takes the Hellblazer from New York City back home to London,
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where he joins up with an old rival, now an exorcist in Her Majesty’s Secret Service.
Their dark, tangled history together is filled with music and magic, failed
friendships and disastrous romance. But even if Constantine somehow survives the
supernatural serial killer, the price involved could leave whatever’s left of his soul
beaten and broken. CONSTANTINE: THE HELLBLAZER: GOING DOWN collects the
first six issues of the groundbreaking series by celebrated writers Ming Doyle (THE
KITCHEN) and James Tynion IV (BATMAN ETERNAL) and acclaimed artists Riley
Rossmo (Proof) and Vanessa Del Rey (Hit).

John Constantine: Hellblazer Vol. 21: The Laughing Magician
John Constantine is an unconcerned, somewhat amoral occultist with a British
working-class background. He's a hero, of sorts, who manages to come out on top
through a combination of luck, trickery, and genuine magical skill. The 'Original
sins' collection is a loosely connected series of tales of John's early years where
Constantine was at his best and at his worst, all at the same time.

John Constantine, Hellblazer: 30th Anniversary Celebration
After the events of NO JUSTICE, Wonder Woman guides the misfit team of Justice
League Dark against enemies too fantastic for even the Justice League. Plus, what
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awful things are coming through the Tree of Wonder? Dark days lie ahead in these
stories from JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK #1-3 and 5-6.

Hellblazer
Features the wrenching finale of Paul JenkinsÕs never-before-collected run on the
title, as well as Garth Ennis and John HigginsÕs brutal five-issue coda, ÒSon of
Man.Ó For a man as cynical and jaded as John Constantine, thereÕs only one kind
of torment for which he is unprepared: contentment. But the fact is (even though
he recently cut off a piece of his soul and marooned it in Hell to suffer for his sins),
things are actually going pretty well. HeÕs got a new girlfriend that he hasnÕt yet
killed or damned or driven insane; his surviving friends and family are, by all
accounts, still alive and healthy; and his enemies, for the most part, are either
dead or trapped in some form of eternal torment. Not a bad score, overall.
Naturally, this means that itÕs time for everything to go up in flames. Because
when youÕre as prolific at making enemies as John Constantine is, thereÕs always
going to be a few that you donÕt know about, as well as one or two heavyweights
who can afford to bide their time. When the two meet, itÕs best to get as far away
as possibleÑthe collateral damage alone promises to be as deadly as it is
indiscriminate. Collects HELLBLAZER #121-133.
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Hellblazer by Garth Ennis Omnibus
The continuation of the groundbreaking, Eisner Award-winning series-including the
pivotal story arcs ÒA WakeÓ and ÒPunch Line.Ó If you were given a chance at
deadly retribution with a guarantee that the law could not touch you, would you
take it? ThatÕs the opportunity that a man called Agent Graves provides, in the
form of a special briefcase containing an untraceable gun and one hundred rounds
of ammunition. To the damaged and downtrodden living on the fringes of society,
the offer is a once-in-a-lifetime chance to even their scores. But beyond the
dilemma of whether or not to pull the trigger lies a deeper and even more troubling
concern: just who is making these actions possible-and why? Collects 100 BULLETS
#59-80.

Adventures in the Rifle Brigade
In a grimy London torn by racism and despair, John Constantine's battles with guilt
lead him to help an ex-girlfriend, now hooked on heroin and forced into
prostitution. Constantine finds himself facing the wrath, not only of the girl's pimp,
but also of Satan, who intends to have his revenge.

John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 11: Last Man Standing
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Graphic Novel. Movie star comic book icon John Constantine, the legendary chainsmoking, hard-drinking man of the occult is back - and as usual, he's his own worst
enemy! In this collection of John Constantine's earlier adventures, discover why he
likes going to the pub so much; meet the Lord of the Dance, the spirit of drunken
celebration; and look on in horror as John gets involved in a plan to bring Jesus
back to the world - which doesn't make Herod a happy man at all! The multiple
award-winning Preacher creative team of writer Garth Ennis and artist Steve Dillon
- ably assisted by Will Simpson (Judge Dredd) - present more horrifying and often
darkly humorous tales of the Hellblazer! It is intended for adults.

John Constantine, Hellblazer
The second year of the Sandman Universe begins with the long-awaited arrival of
one of DC’s most iconic characters…John Constantine, Hellblazer! He’s cheated
death and damnation more times than he can count, but never like this. Long ago,
in the crucible of a magical war waged across countless futures, Constantine was
murdered by an all-powerful adversary: a twisted version of Timothy Hunter,
bloated with evil. But over the past year strange forces have conspired to restart
Tim Hunter’s tale, and somehow-amid sorcery, insanity and secret agendas-this
older, wiser, wilier shade of Constantine has been dragged back with it. Unlike
young Tim, John remembers every second of a life that went very, very wrong. Now
he must ask himself why he, the last person in the world to deserve a second
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chance, has been given one. Is John Constantine here to put Tim Hunter on the
right track and avert a terrible outcome? Or is it because he’s the only person in
existence with the guts to do what REALLY must be done? After all, he’s a nasty
piece of work, chief…ask anybody. This oversize one-shot sets the stage, and is the
perfect jumping-on point, for a new era of Sandman Universe tales beginning in
November…and is the official start of the strangest chapter yet in John
Constantine’s long life!The second year of the Sandman Universe begins with the
long-awaited arrival of one of DC’s most iconic characters…John Constantine,
Hellblazer! He’s cheated death and damnation more times than he can count, but
never like this. Long ago, in the crucible of a magical war waged across countless
futures, Constantine was murdered by an all-powerful adversary: a twisted version
of Timothy Hunter, bloated with evil. But over the past year strange forces have
conspired to restart Tim Hunter’s tale, and somehow-amid sorcery, insanity and
secret agendas-this older, wiser, wilier shade of Constantine has been dragged
back with it. Unlike young Tim, John remembers every second of a life that went
very, very wrong. Now he must ask himself why he, the last person in the world to
deserve a second chance, has been given one. Is John Constantine here to put Tim
Hunter on the right track and avert a terrible outcome? Or is it because he’s the
only person in existence with the guts to do what REALLY must be done? After all,
he’s a nasty piece of work, chief…ask anybody. This oversize one-shot sets the
stage, and is the perfect jumping-on point, for a new era of Sandman Universe
tales beginning in November…and is the official start of the strangest chapter yet
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in John Constantine’s long life!

John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 12: How to Play with Fire
John and his associates investigate why Steve Evans' well-intentioned invention
caused mass suicides, which led to the quarantine of Glasgow.

Hellblazer
John Constantine is dying. As a sorcerer literally haunted by the demons of his
past, John is no stranger to mystic bedevilment or supernatural horror. But it's his
chain smoking that ultimately brings death to Constantine's front door. John
Constantine has lung cancer. Though condemned to hell, Constantine continues to
laugh in the face of this all-too-serious world. Despite it preternatural overtones,
this story is actually a down-to-earth tale about life, death, and the little details in
between.
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